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The  Washington  Post  in  an  article  titled,  “Al-Qaida  in  Syria  snuffs  out  competition  in
northwest,” clumsily reveals what many following the Syrian conflict have known all along –
that the so-called uprising never existed, and that the US and its allies are directly arming,
aiding, and abetting Al Qaeda in Syria.

The article admits:

Syrian rebels and activists are warning that an al-Qaida-linked jihadi group is
on  the  verge  of  snuffing  out  what  remains  of  the  country’s  uprising  in
northwestern Syria, after the extremists seized control of the opposition-held
regional capital, Idlib, last weekend.

However,  the so-called “uprising” has been allegedly supported since 2011 by the US,
Europe, and the West’s collective allies across the Middle East,  including Saudi Arabia,
Qatar, and the United Arab Emirates, to the tune of hundreds of billions of dollars a year in
weapons, training, logistics, and even vehicles, and now even direct military support.

This significant support has been reported on numerous times by Western papers, including
the  Washington  Post  itself.  If  such  support  was  truly  being  given  to  a  secular,  pro-
democratic opposition inside of Syria, who then has supplied “Al Qaeda-linked jihadi groups”
with enough support to meet or exceed it on the battlefield? The answer is, there was never
a secular, pro-democratic opposition in Syria.

The Washington Post fails to inform readers that Al Qaeda’s consolidation in the northwest
of Syria is a logistical necessity, with the West unable to sustain token opposition groups
any further if Damascus and its allies are to be prevented from exercising further control
over its own territory before the conflict draws to a relative close.

The Washington Post – in a way – already admits this in its article. It states (emphasis
added):

The Nusra Front  is  one of  the many names for  the al-Qaida-affiliate that  now
heads the mighty Hay’at Tahrir al Sham militant alliance — Arabic for Levant
Liberation Committee — that seized the city of Idlib, as well as two border
crossings with Turkey to feed its coffers. It is also known as HTS.

The  Washington  Post  acknowledges  that  an  Al  Qaeda  affiliate  is  sustaining  its  fighting
capacity in Syria through supply lines leading out of Turkey – a NATO member since 1952. It
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is  also  a  Western  ally,  with  multiple  Western  nations  still  supplying  the  state  with
weapons, including 86 million British pounds sold to Ankara by the UK. Turkey, alongside
Saudi  Arabia,  represent  two  state-sponsors  of  terror  contradicting  Western  narratives
revolving around a “War on Terror” allegedly being fought. In fact, it appears that instead of
fighting terror, the West is propping up the largest nations on Earth driving it.

Worse  than  the  West  fueling  terrorism by  proxy,  the  Washington  Post  also  obliquely
mentions that militant groups in Syria supported directly by the US CIA are coordinating with
the very Al Qaeda-affiliates it claims is “snuffing out” the opposition.

It claims:

Other  factions,  including  many  once  financed  and  armed  in  part  by  the  CIA,
kept to the sidelines. They are hoping to win a share of the revenues from the
lucrative Bab al-Hawa border crossing, said a Turkey-based opposition activist
who liaises with Syrian rebels and their state sponsors. He asked for anonymity
so as not to jeopardize his position.

In other words, Al Qaeda-controlled border crossings are being jointly used and exploited by
groups  “once”  financed  and  armed  by  the  CIA.  More  likely,  this  was  the  case  before  the
conflict even began, with the US simply using Al Qaeda in Syria, just as it had in Afghanistan
in the 1980’s, as the global mercenary army of choice to go and do where and what US
troops cannot.

The  Washington  Post’s  article  appears  to  be  a  final  attempt  to  salvage  long-exposed
disinformation, misinforming the public about the true nature of both the Syrian crisis and
the alleged “opposition” fighting it on the West’s behalf. The article concludes, claiming that
US programs to arm militants in Syria are drawing to a close, and that the US is “leaving
Syria in Russia’s hands.”

In reality, the US will only leave Syria once its options have been fully confounded and
exhausted by Syria and its allies. While it may not be able to continue funding terrorists in
Syria’s northwest, it still maintains a military presence with US troops and proxies in the
nation’s east. It openly plans to occupy these regions – and from them – incrementally
expand them until eventually Syria is either dissolved as a unified state, or regime change
can eventually be achieved.

Al  Qaeda’s  “emergence” in  northwest  Syria,  and its  dominance of  “opposition” groups
admittedly funded to the tune of hundreds of billions of dollars a year, can only be explained
if  those hundreds of  billions of  dollars were actually  being fed into Al  Qaeda’s hands.
Admitting that Al Qaeda now infests Syria’s northwest allows the “opposition” to use any
and all tactics required to keep or even claw back territory from forces loyal to Damascus,
with papers like the Washington Post tasked  now with obfuscating and ignoring the reality
that Al Qaeda does this with logistical routes leading directly into NATO territory, and arms
and supplies acquired with NATO complicity.

Tony Cartalucci, Bangkok-based geopolitical researcher and writer, especially for the online
magazine “New Eastern Outlook”.    
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